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MENTAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS 1886-1900
taboos, both social and moral; and of growing mental free
accompanied, however, by a loss of concentration and directo
As religion had in the preceding epoch been the backbone""
of English life, it is to the changes in that sphere that we may first
turn. The influences separately at work to destroy the mid-
Victorian evangelical unity were the same that we saw already
beginning in Chapter V; which we may briefly term (though they
were not the names then used) rationalism, anglo-catholicism,
and hedonism. All three were much wider spread after 1886 than
before. The first meant that, owing to the failure of evangeli-
calism to re-state its positions in conformity with either the new
science or the new history (the so-called 'Higher Criticism'),
a wide breach, sometimes public but far oftener tacit, was opened
between it and the most educated classes. In earlier days a large
proportion of the men attaining first-class honours at Oxford or
Cambridge in subjects other than theology took Anglican
Orders. By the later nineties such ordinations scarcely exceeded
two a year. Some falling-off was to be expected, owing to the
widened scope of the universities; but there were important classes,
e.g. schoolmasters and fellows of colleges, whose ceasing to
take Orders cannot be thus accounted for. Lay headmasters, a
new phenomenon, began to be appointed at some of the public
schools. Intellectual men were deterred from Orders not merely
or always (though after 1886 very commonly) by doctrinal doubt,
but because they no longer felt that church-going was the most
central of their concerns. Not only rival interests, but rival careers
were fast developing—the new civil service, the new openings
in education and research, the higher journalism, and a variety
of business callings, some (like electrical engineering) quite new,
and others which, though old, had (like the solicitor's profession)
greatly expanded in public esteem and social standing.1
Nonconformity, in its own sphere, receded much less during
these years; but it too suffered in its recruitment of ministers
from a worldly competition. Down to the eighties a gifted boy
in the humblest classes found his only obvious 'escape' in the
chapels; if he possessed any talent for oratory he would become
a preacher, and in that way reach the goal of black-coated pro-
fessional status. But from 1884 onwards a rival 'escape' appeared
T When Fowler entered the cabinet in 1892 lie was the first solicitor to do so. He
was also, it may be mentioned, the first methodist. Both facts are very significant of
the change coming over England at that time*
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